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ABSTRACT

An equivalent circuit of two orthogonal striplines coupled
by a ferrite (yttrium iron garnet) sphere is derived, using the
scattering matrix method. This derivation shows that a nonreciprocal phase shifter can be represented by gyrator networks.
Based on this analysis, a YIG bandpass filter, electronically
tunable over a very broad frequency range (4:1) 1 is designed by
coupling two broadband .180-deg phase shift circuits with a small
single crystal YIG sphere.
This report also reviews some basic principles pertaining. to
filter considerations, analyzes the filter circuit of two orthogonal
striplines coupled by a ferrite sphere, and synthesizes the equiv- ·
alent filter circuit by a scattering matrix method. These results
describe the operation of the filter circuit under various terminal
excitations.
1.

INTRODUCTION
The phenomenon of ferrimagnetic resonance has been investi-

gated extensively (ref 1). The application of this phenomenon to
the design of microwave narrow-band filters using ferrite (YIG)
spheres was first suggested by DeGrasse (ref 2). This original model
was later modified to various design configurations electronically
tunable over
relatively narrow frequency band (ref 3, 4).

a

The particular terminal excitation chosen to design a bandpass
filter tunable over a very wide frequency range is shown in
figure 1. The ferrite sphere is placed in the crossover region 0
of striplines 3-4 and 1-2, and magnetized to ferrimagnetic reso-.
nance at a desired operating frequency~ Stripline ends 1,2 and
3 1 4 are then connected to external terminals T1 and Ta as shown
in figure 1.
The input signal at one terminal is divided into two signals.
These two signals, after passing through two different paths, interact with each other to give a null in the electric field at the
crossover region 0. To obtain this electric null over a very wide
frequency band, one of the two paths must include a broadband
180-deg phase shifter. This electric null is equivalent to a
magnetic field maximum, which is necessary for efficient coupling
between the ferrite sphere and the rf signal.
If the input signal has the same frequency as the resonance
frequency of the magnetlzed ferrite sphere, it will be coupled to
the other stripline circuit by the ferrite and appear at the output
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Figure 1.

Bandpa ss filter circui t.

termin al. This report describ es the design and evalua tion of such
a ferrite bandpa ss filter that is electro nically tunable over a
very wide frequen cy range, beginni ng first with ~ review of the basic
princip les of the filter design .
2.

BASIC PRINCIPLES

This section describ es the theory of operati on, electri cal properties of ferrite materi als, and perform ance charac teristic s of an
electro nically tunable YIG bandpa ss filter, using the ferrima gnetic
resonan ce phenom ena (ref 1). To unders tand the operati on of this
YIG filter, i~ is first necessa ry to consid er the motion of a mag2).
netic moment Min the presenc e· of a constan t magnet ic field H0 (fig.
When a large static magnet ic field is applied to a ferrite materi al,
a torque is exerted on the dipole ~' given by

T

6

= M x H0 ,

z

h

X

Figure 2.

Magnetic dipole in a magnetic field.

....

resulting in a precession of this electronic dipole moment about H0
at a frequency

where y is a constant (gyromagnetic ratio of the electron). Due
to the dissipation of rf energy in the form of heat and re-radiation,
the electronic Sipoles will in time align themselves with the applied
magnetic field H0 , and the precession will stop.
I!, in addition to th~ large static field H0 , an rf magnetic
field h (prependicular to H0 and with an amplitude much less than
that of H0 ) is apglied.... to the_.dipole, the dipole will pr~cess around
of H0 + h. If h is circularly polarized, the vector
direction
the
....
.....
H0 + h will describe a cone around the direction oz, carrying with
superimposed on it.
a precessional motion
it the dipole moment with ....
....
For the special case when h rotates around H0 in the same sense and
has the same frequency as that of the dipole rotation, ferrimagnetic
resonance occurs. This causes the amplitude of the precession angle
to increase until the energy supplied by the rf field .balances the
losses exactly, at which time the motion of the dipole is maintained
of energy absorbed from the rf field •
in equilibrium at the expense
.....
If the rf magnetic field h rotates in the opposite sense--even at
the same frequency as that of the rotating dipole moment--resonance
will not occur. Therefore, at ferrimagnetic resonance, the energy
absorbed by the uniform precessional motion will be reradiated,
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most of which can be coupled to an external circuit if the dissipatio nlosses are small.
When the above-des cribed resonance phenomeno n is applied to the
design of tunable bandpass filters, a number of important factors
must be considere d. It is desirable to have a constant. resonance
response, no secondary resonance s, very narrow resonance peaks,
small heat loss, tight coupling between input and output terminals
at all operating frequenci es, and minimum coupling during off-resonance. Thus, a good tunable filter depends primarily on the ferrimagnetic material used and the external coupling circuit. Suitable
single crystallin e materials having low loss and very narrow resonance line width include YIG, GaYIG (gallium- substitute d yttrium
iron garnet), and lithium ferrite.
Thus far, the YIG material has proved to be the best material
for overall performan ce. Important electroma gnetic propertie s of
the YIG materials that affect the filter performan ce include saturation magnetiza tion (4TIMs), line width (6H), anisotrop y field (Ha),
and Curie temperatu re (Tc)• These propertie s are generally frequency
and/or temperatu re sensitive ; their significan ce is implied in the
following resonance frequency equation (ref 1).

where
f = resonant frequency in MHz,
·o
y

= gyromagn etic ratio for the electron
(11.6

X

106

rad )
Oe/sec '

H = applied static magnetic field for
0
tuning (oersteds ),
Ha

eff

= effective crystallin e anisotrop y field
(Oe), depending on the orientatio n of H
01
Nt = transvers e demagneti zing factor, and

N = demagneti zing factor in the direction
z
of H •
For a sphere Nt

= Nz = 1/3,

0

the equation of resonance is simply

The gyromagn etic ratio y of YIG is both temperatu re and frequency
independe nt. The anisotrop y field Haeff is' temperatu re dependent
8

and is due to the preferential alignment of the magnetic dipoles
along certain crystalline directions. This directional dependence
enables the applied field H0 to be adjusted with respect to a certain
preferential crystalline direction so that the effective anisotropy
field is zero.
Another limitation.on the resonance frequency is its lower limit.
For resonance to be effectual, the material must be magnetically
saturated. Therefore, for low-frequency operation, the saturation
magnetization must be small. The last parameter--the line width-is both frequency and temperature sensitive and is broadened by poor
surface polish, impurities, and porosity of the material.
Besides the electromagnetic properties mentioned above, the
shape of the YIG will affect the resonance frequency, whereas the
size of the sample will determine the spurious responses in addition
to the desired resonance response. These spurious responses are due
to the higher order spin-wave resonances caused by a nonuniform rf
field, propagation through the sample, and the behavior of the sample
as a dielectric resonator. The size effect can be minimized by
making the sample small compared with the wavelength.
As to the external circuit, the important parameters to be .considered are minimum coupling between the input and output port~maxi
mum coupling during resonance, and provision for mounting the sample
so that the metallic-wall effect will not influence the performance.
Various circuits_have been considered by a number of researchers
(ref 1, 2, 3). Their problems have included the requirement of more
.than one sample, complication of tuning when using more samples,
limitation on the tunable bandwidth, and spurious responses.
3.

THEORETICAL ANALYSIS

This section analyses the circuit properties of the two orthogonal strip-transmission lines coupled by a magnetized ferrite sphere,
using the scattering matrix method. An equivalent circuit is obtained
from the scattering matrix, and one excitation condition of the terminals is shown to be applicable to the design of a very broadband
tunable bandpass filter.
The above circuit consists of two stripliries, the center conductors of which cross each other at right angles as shown in figure
3. The YIG sphere is located symmetrically in the crossover region
between the two center conductors, the size and position of which
are chosen such that the rf field will not be disturbed appreciably
at off-resonance frequencies. The coordinates and terminal designations are shown in this figure.

9

z

1

y
Figure 3.

Cross-coupled stripline •

....

With the applied static magnetic field H ih th~ X-direction
0
and the YIG biased at magnetic saturation, the susceptibility tensor
is given by (ref 1)
0

X

=

0

0

0

where for negligible loss,
X.
33

= X

-

Ul Ul

o m

a::~ - w~ -w2

•·

X:a3

= 4nyMs (rad/sec)

= yHo
Ul

= rf

+ ~ff
(rad/sec)
a
·
t'requency (rad/sec).

Since the stripline propagates a TEM
of the rf field at the YIG sphere is
1-2 and in the Z-direction for strip
of propagation in the two strips are

10

wave, the magnetic component
in the Y-direction for strip
3-4. The positive directions
the same as the directions of

the coordinate axes Y and z. An rf field is assumed incident at
terminal 1, and the other terminals are terminated in matched impedances. When the YIG sphere is in an rf magnetic field, a precessing magnetic dipole moment is induced in it. This dipole moment
radiates an rf field which is guided by the external medium. Therefore, the resultant magnetic field at the YIG sphere is not the
incident magnetic field only.
Collin has shown (ref 5) that to find the field radiated by an .
arbitrary magnetic moment M in a cylindriaU waveguide is to expand
the radiated field in terms of ~ suitable set of normal modes, and
to determine the amplitude coefficients in this expansion by an application of the Lorentz reciprocity theorem. His results show that
when the field radiated in the forward direction is represented by
~

E+=l:ai+
n n n

and the field radiated in the backward direction is given by
~-

E
-+ -

h

= l:n

_..._

bn En
-+_

= 2::
n b nh n

'::t

~-

~+~+

and b are amplitude coefficients and~-, h -, E , h
are
n
n
n
n
n
n
mode functions in the forward and backward directions, respectively.

where a

Then
2b
2a

n

= jWIJ.

n

= jWIJ.
.

.M
n
h n - . M,

~

h

~

+

~

~

where 1J. is the permeability of the medium.
valid for coaxial transmission lines.

These results are also

In the case of strip-transmission lines, only the TEM mode is
assumed to propagate and its amplitude is negligibly small at a
short distance from the center conductor. Therefore, the stripline
can b~
approximated by a coaxial transmission line and
the above
I
.
ana1ysis can be used. Except for a change of coordinates and their
respective vecto!ial directions, the TEM mode has the same magnetic
functional form h for all terminals. They also have the same magnitude at the origin of the coordinate system, because the sphere is
symmetrically located with respect to the two striplines.
11

The YIG sphere--under the influence of the incident field and
reradiating field--can be replaced by two arbitrary orthogonal magnetic dipole moments, Mz and M • However, because of the tight ·
coupling which exists between ~hese orthogonal dipole moments in the
YIG, it is necessary to impose the condition that the dipole moments
induced by M and M , given by the higher order coupling terms in the
equatio~ of ~otion,Ycancel each other. For this condition, the effective susceptibility tensor of the YIG sphere which is responsible
for creating the moments M and M must be different when radiation
occurs under the excitatio~ of th~ incident wave.

....

....

Let the incident magnetic field at terminal l be A'hy, where y
is a unit vector in the Y-direction. The resultant magnetic field
at the YIG sphere that induces the moments M and M will be solely
determined by the incident wave. and the radi~tion ffeld of M , and
therefore in the Y-direction. Also, let the effective susce~tibility
tensor of the YIG sphere be
0

0

xaa

exas

-B'Xas ~s

....

and the resultant magnetic field be h'y,where B, c, and D are to
be determined. The magnetization of the YIG sphere is then given
by

...

~=X

0

....

e • h'y =

xaah'

If the YIG sphere has a volume V and the applied static and rf
magnetic field are uniform inside the ferrite sphere, the total
magnetic moment is M = vm. This moment M is considered as a point
magnetic dipole moment with components M: aridM, situated at the
origin 0 and reradiating rf energy into fhe ext~rnal circuit.
From Collin's results, the waws coming from the terminals-are
given by
terminal l
terminal 2
terminal 3
terminal 4
12

....

....

....

....

hll = bl~ = jiwj<.L

'Xa:a v

J.

....

hh 1 h1·
, ....

ha1 = ~ha =-j20Jil 'Xraa V hh1 ~

....
h31
....
h

4.1

....
= j~ll
....

= bl~

Xg 3 V hh'h B

= b h = -j~ll
1 4

3

Xa3 v

1

....

hh Bh

4

Since it has been assumed that the dipole moments induced by M and
M in the YIG sphere will cancel each other, the resultant Y-c~m
pgnent of these induced dipole moments is
X

22

2

v(jwl-l X

22

.

V h h') + B X

a 3 V (jw!-l

'1.

·~a

h 2 B h'v) = O,

where the first term is the Y-component of the dipole induced by
the waves in the stripline 1-2, and the second term is the Y-component of the dipole induced by the waves in the stripline 3-4. B
is found from this equation to be
B = w /w.
0

Since there are no secondary induced dipole moments radiating
additional fields, the effective magnetic field at the YIG is

where the first term is the magnitude of the incident wave, the
second term is the magnitude of the reflected wave, the third term
is the magnitude of the transmitted wave, and their respective vectorial directions have been included in the signs before each term.
Solving for h 1 ,
h' = A'h/(1 + jWI-l X

22

Vh2

),

where A 1 h is the amplitude of the incident magnetic field.
Finally, taking the reference plane at the YIG sphere, the
waves coupled to the four terminals for an incident rf field at
terminal 1 are obtained from Collin's results:
Incident:

.....
y

,

A he

-~z

Reflected:
Transmitted:

Terminal 3:

Terminal 4:
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............

where x, y, z denote the unit vectors in the X-, Y-, Z-directi ons,
respectiv ely. When a similar analysis is applied to the other termi.nals and lett:lng

~
sa

= j i W!-L'X.ga Vha
1

+ jW!-L~aVha

=( :

'

j i W!-L'X.gs Vha

0
)

+

1

jW!-L'X2a Vh

2

'

= the magnitude s of the incident waves at the respective terminals , and
ht,b.a,b3 ,b4 =the magnitude s of the waves travellin g away from
the YIG sphere to the respectiv e terminals ;
the input and output are related by the scatterin g matrix

1-s

b.a
bs

=

b4

Sa

-sa

sa

~

~

sa

,..Sa

aa

-Sa

~

l-s1

as

Sa

l-s1

~

~

l-s1

.s,

~

1

-~

x2'a

Substitut ing the expressio ns for

and

a

WI-IJ.loWmVh

A

2p

sl jw=p = ~a~;,..__A--:a
P + p + wo

I

where A=
2

and Sa = jtw!-L(-j'Xe a)Vh
1
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+

jW!-LXaa Vh

2

=

Xas

to obtain sl and Sa

J

The magnitudes of the elements for the above scattering matrix
are less than unity. To realize the scattering matrix with passive
circuit elements, 1 - SS ~ o, where S denotes the conjugate transpose of s.
Thus,

sf

ss

1-s*

si

-js{

js{

1

=

1
J·s*

-jsi"

sl

l-s1

js1

-js1

- j si"

jsi

1-~

~

-j~

j~

l-si"

-j~

j~

~

1-~

s*
1

jSJ,

-jsl

1-~

1-s{"

jsi" -jsl*

s*
1
l-s1*

sl

where s* denotes the conjugate of s. Multiplying the two matrices
together and simplifying, it is found that

'Ss =

4.

1

0

0

o'

0

1

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

1

SYNTHESIS OF EQUIVALENT FILTER CIRCUIT

When attempting to realize the scattering matrix S derived above,
it is found that both the admittance and impedance matrices do not
exist and, therefore, S cannot be realized by the admittance or impedance method. To synthesize by the scattering matrix metnod, .the
following procedure is used (ref 6,7). The augmented admittance
~(E- S);
matrix YA of the scattering matrix Sis given by YA
that is,

=

-(1-~)

-j~

js1

1-~

jsl

-js1

j~

-js1

l-s1

-(l-s1 )

-j~

j~

1-~

YA =

i

-(1-~)

-(1-~)

1-~

where E is the identity matrix~ This augmented admittance matrix
can be diagonalized by a unitary transformation given by

u. =

i

1

1

1

1

-1

1

1

-1

j

1

-j

-j

1

-1
-1

j

\
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·Thus,
,.....,

U YA U

Since S

=E

1
0
0
0

=

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

(1-2~)

-

s = USU = E

- 2YA and

~

0
0
0

-1

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

=

- 2WAu,

(4s1 -1)

This diagonal matrix S represents a four-port network where the input
reflection coefficient of each port is given by the value of the
respective diagonal element. For the fourth port, the reflection
coefficient f is (4sl-l). Therefore, the input impedance of this
port is

z

=

1

+ r

l="'f =
A

Since

~

2

p

= --=----p2 + Ap + w2
0

'

where p = jw,

then,

z = Ap/(p2

+ w~),

which represents a parallel-resonant circuit as shown in figure 4.

c

c =-1 = ___1.;,. ._____
A

fJ-WoWmVh2

L

Figure 4.
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Equivalent parallel-resonant circuit.

The second and third ports of
first port is a short circuit.

§

are open circuited} whereas the

To convert the circuit for § to the network represented by s,
it is seen that USU
§. If vJ i represent the voltage and current}
respectively} for network §, then

=

and

U(~-i) = S [U(~ +f)].
Also, (V-i) = S(V + i)
where v, i are the normalized voltage and current for network
Therefore,

v = i[ <v

+ i) + <v-i) J

= iu[w+i> +

1 = if<v

+ i> - <v-i>J

= !ut<v+i)-(v-i)] = ~i

<v-i)]

s.

= uV'

ThusJ the network for S is obtained by connecting a multiport ideal
transformer U to S.
It is observed in U that an ideal transformer with c~mplex turns
ratio (shown in top of figure 5) is required. This transformer can
be decomposed into the configuration shown in bottom of figure 5J
where the complex transformer at the center represents a nonreciprocal
lossless phase shifter. The proof of this is shown by defining a
generalized gyrator
V2

= O:I.l.

vl

=-o: Ia

*

where 0: is complex and equals ej9. If the magnitude of 0: is not unity,
real transformers of appropriate turns ratio can be extracted so that
0: is reduced to the form of ej9.
The impedance matrix Z for the generalized gyrator is

z

0

-a*

0:

0

=

'
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while its scattering matrix is
S

= (Z

- E)( Z

I'a

-20.*

0
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+ E) -l
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0

=

0
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Figure 5.

+

Complex ideal transformer circuit.

This shows that the rf wave in going from port 1 to 2 has a phase shift
of -G + 180 deg while the wave from port 2 to 1 has a phase shift of
8 deg. This generalized gyrator is lossless and passive because
0

,......,

ss

=

eJ·e

e

-je

0

eJ·e

0
1.
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-je
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1

0

0

1

=
0

The complex ideal transformer can now be synthesized by extracting generalized gyrators so that the final network has the same terminal characteristic as that of the ideal complex transformer, resulting
in the gyrator network shown in figure 5. The terminal characteristics
of such a gyrator network are given by

which are the same as that for the ideal complex transformer. Thus,
when an incident wave travels from port b to port a, its phase changes
bye deg; whereas, for an incident wave travelling in·the opposite
direction, the phase change is (-9 + 180 + 180) or -9 deg. Therefore,
an ideal complex transformer with a complex turns ratio of ej9:1 is
a nonreciprocal phase shifter, having a differential phase shift of
29 deg.
.
With an ideal complex transformer now defined, the multipart
ideal transformer U or the YIG filter scattering matrix S can be
found. The voltage relation connecting the network of § and the network of S is given by V = uV. Expanding this relationship results
in
vl = i<~l +
V:a = ~(-~1

V's +

,.
v3 + .\74)

+ ~:a + ~s - \74)

,.
v3 = ~(j\71 + V':a - \73 - JV4)
,.
,.
,.
v4 = ~<-jvl + V:a - V3 + jV4)

which is represented by the equivalent circuit of the cross-coupled
tunable YIG filter shown in figures 9 and 10 of reference 8.
5.

DESIGN OF 180-DEGREE PHASE SHIFTERS

The analysis given in section 4 shows that if equal and out-ofphase signals are fed into the opposite terminals of two orthogonal
striplines coupled by a YIG sphere, equal and out-of-phase signals
will appear at the other two terminals when the YIG sphere is magnetized to ferrimagnetic resonance. To provide 180-deg phase difference between the signals over a wide bandwidth, broadband phase shifters
are required.

A circuit consisting of two paths differing by a multiple of halfwave-lengths is inherently narrowband. However, the design of a broadband 90-deg phase shifter, given by Schiffman (ref 9) and later
19

extended by Crista! and Shelton (ref 10, 11), is applicabl e to the
solution of the above problem. The basic configura tion of this broadband phase shifter consists of a section of coupled lines as shown at
the top of figure 6.
The image. impedance ~ and the phase shift + of the Shiffman
the phase section-- are given by

model~called

Zoo
cos + = ---------- --- }
Zoe + tans a
Zoo
where Zoe is the characte ristic impedance of one line to ground when
equal in-phase currents flow in both lines, Z
fs the characte ristic
00
impedance of one line to ground when equal out-of-ph
ase currents flow
in both lines} and a = ~L is the electrica l length of a uniform line
of length L and phase constant ~.
The phase shift +, with p = Z e/Z
00 as a function of 9 is given
0
at the bottom of figure 6. The phase of a uniform line of length
3L: .and a coupled line of impedance ratio p = 3 are compared in
figure 7. The differenc e in this phase+ is given in figure 8.
These results show that by choosing the length of the uniform line
and the impedance ratio p of the coupled section, the differenc e
in phase between the two lines can be nearly constant over a broad
frequency band.
The deviation of the phase differenc e from the constant value
in the operating band can be further minimized by connectin g errorcorrectin g networks or additiona l coupled lines to the terminals of
the phase section (figure 9). The extent to which the variation of
phase differenc e can be minimized and operating band can be broadened
is limited by the mechanica l tolerance of this phase sectionJ the
transmiss ion-line lossesJ and the junction effects.
From mechanica l and bandwidth considera tions, a 180-deg phase
shifter was fabricate d by cascading four 45-deg phase shifters with
a 5:1 bandwidth and 1.0046-de g ripple} the design parameter s of which
are given in reference s 10 and 11. The arrangeme nt of the 180-deg
phase shifter designed for 1.5- to 7.5-GHz frequency range} using
teflon fiberglas s as the dielectri c mediumlis shown in figure 10.
The center conductor } represent ed by the solid lines} is etched on one
side ~f a 1/64-in. thick teflon-fib erglass board and is connected
electrica lly at the ends to the center conductor (represen ted by the
dotted lines) on'the opposite side of the board. This board is then
placed between two 1/16-in. boards (center of fig. 10) where the two
20

outer solid lines represent the ground plane, and the two other lines
represent the center conductors of the phase section. The phase difference between the paths along the two arms ACO and ABO is designed
for 180 ± 4 deg over the desired operating bandwidth.
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6.

EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

The performance of the YIG bandpass filter depends primarily on
the accuracy of the 180-deg phase shifter circuit to obtain an electrical null at the overlapping point 0 as mentioned in section 1.
To evaluate the phase shifter circuit as designed in section 4, the
experimental setup shown in figure 11 is used. As seen in this figure,
the input power is divided into two equal signals, one passing through
the 180-deg phase shifter and interacting with the signal in the other
arm to give an electric null at point 0. To determine the position
of this null, a tapered coplanar stripline probe is used to sample
the rf power, the tip of which is a distance from the stripline center
conductor at least equal to its width. The axes of the probe and
center conductor are perpendicular to each other, the probe being able
to slide a small distance parallel to the axis of this stripline
center conductor. The stub tuner is used for impedance matching the
probe to the detector for maximum sensitivity of the measuring system,
and the isolator is used to minimize the reactive loading of the phase
shifter on the rf generator.
Denoting the probe position as + and - with respect to the point
0 (shown in fig. 11), the experimental results of the two 180-deg
phase shifters are given in figure 12. The deviation, in degrees
from the desired 180-deg phase difference at the point o, is given
in millimeters from the reference null point 0. The 45- and 90-deg
deviations are also shown in this figure as dotted lines symmetrical
about the new reference null position for comparison. The results
of these data show that the reference null should be -5 mm from the
original position. Possible causes of the large deviations are
probably due to the reactive effect of the bends and junctions, and
inaccuracy in the etching process of the phase-shift networks.
To assemble a YIG bandpass filter, the two 180-deg phase shifters
are cross coupled so that the new reference points· 0 of each circuit
overlap. A suitable hole is then made between these two points to
accommodate the YIG sphere, oriented with its easy axis perpendicular
to the plane of the phase circuit by a strong magnetic field while
it is loosely' held in this position.
Results of the insertion-loss measurements (using substitution
method) made on the above bandpass f,il ter at near resonance frequencies are given in figure 13. Although the insertion loss of this
first test model was relatively high and its bandwidth varied over the
design frequency range, these first results do show that the above
phase shifter~YIG bandpass filter is capable of operating effectively
over a very wide frequency range. figure 14 shows the model used
to obtain these results.
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Experimental setup for evaluation of 180-deg phase shifter.
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Performance of YIG filter.

Assuming that a 45-deg deviation from 180-deg phase difference
exists at the new reference null position, an insertion loss of only
1.5 dB is calculated from the scattering matrix of the filter at
resonance. Also assuming the copper loss, reflection loss of the
phase shifters, and the dissipation loss of the YIG sphere together
equal 1.5 dB, the remaining losses are probably due to insufficient
coupling and the generation of higher order modes caused by nonuniform fields in the YIG sphere region. An Airtron 112-225 YIG
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sphere (0.053 in. diam and a resonance line width of 0,5 Oe) was used
for the above measurements.
Design modifications of the above tunable bandpass filter have
been completed for minimizing the phase errors caused by the reactive
effects of the junctions and bends, and the inaccuracies of the etching process used to fabricate the phase-shift network. This later
design model, using 1/8-in. ground plane spacing, was fabricated and
evaluated over the operating frequency range of 2 to 8 GHz. The
results obtained include an insertion loss of 4 ± 1 dB at all resonant
frequencies and an isolation of greater than 30 dB at the off~resonant
frequency over the entire operating bandwidth. Further improvements
in the performance of this tunable bandpass filter are expected in a
final design model (being fabricated) by more carefully aligning'the
stripline circuitry associated with the 180-deg phase shifter.
7.

CONCLUSIONS

The theoretical analysis and experimental results evolving from
this investigation indicate the feasibility of designing a YIG bandpass filter, magnetically tunable over more than a 4:1 frequency
range. The limit of the tunable bandwidth is determined by the practical difficulties in the fabrication of the 180-deg phase shifters
and the magnetic properties of the YIG sphere, including its size.
The upper frequency limit is set by the reactive discontinuities and
mechanical tolerances of the phase-shift circuits, whereas the lower
frequency limit is determined by the saturation magnetization of the
YIG sphere.
8.
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